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Motives
• To maintain benefits
• To prolong treatment
• To increase medical billing

Discussion (other reasons one might exaggerate
an injury ex.)
• Sympathy
• Meds
• Insecurity
• Hypochondriac
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How to Expose a Malingerer
Covert stationary surveillance at the residence
•Monitoring claimant the day before, day of, day after medical appointments
•Three day surveillance efforts
•Sunday has been strongest day for surveillance
Medical Testing
•Heart rate
•Imaging
Surveillance at Doctor’s visits
•Strategic efforts related to P/T appointments
•Set up 1 hour before scheduled appointment
•Monitor the claimant before and after scheduled time when feasible

Tag team efforts at medical appointments
•When residence cannot be confirmed
•When appointments are in metropolitan locations or high rises
The Neuromedical Center
Touro Medical Group
Scurlock Tower
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Recorded Statements
• Recorded statement can be critical when taken promptly.
Malingerers tend add body parts.
• In some instances reported injuries change to include other
body parts that weren’t reported initially
• In some cases the injury changed from right to left. From lower
body to upper body. (ex. Subjects holding canes in different
hands)
• It’s vital to nail claimants down to specific injuries
• Recorded statements can provide details defense council may
find useful
• Always obtain a photograph, id card and pertinent info such as
prior injuries, and previous employment.
• It is important to obtain an updated physical address from the
claimant and do not accept only a postal box
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The Malingerer and video tape
• Clear, identifiable video of inconsistencies
can be kryptonite for the claimant that
exaggerates an injury
• Video tape depicts agility, strength, gait and
flexibility. In most cases it is undefeatable
when obtained by licensed investigators.
• Videotape changes the game. It gives the
insured and defense counsel a foothold.
(example of video tape of malingerers and
discussion 2-5 minutes)
• Sony Provides high quality 8mm cameras
with excellent color quality and minimal
pixilation.
Sony TRV 480
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Return to Work Status

• The simplest approach is to condense to videotape to the highlights and
disburse to the claimant’s treating physicians
• Have your investigators prepare a “highlights” video of less than 15 minutes
• Be sure to include instructions for prepayment to medical providers for
viewing the tape (otherwise they might not view it)
• Attach prints of activity on the tape in chronological order
• Video clip of a malingerer
• Discussion briefly (1) minute

2:50 P.M.

3:09 P.M.
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Consequences for the Malingerer
• P 23-1208
• RS-the statute warranties misrepresentations in negotiations

Group discussion
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Southern Surveillance Company has assisted employers in
obtaining criminal convictions in several instances and
several parishes for insurance fraud. Typically these cases
involved claimants who were receiving benefits while
working other jobs. Here are three examples for the record.
• Lowes v/s Jerome Toussaint ($40,000 restitution)
• LWCC v/s Sheila Wells ($7,000 restitution)
• Barber Brothers Contracting v/s Howard Comeaux
($10,000 restitution)

“Re: Edwin “Sonny” Hebert
Dear Sherman:
Thank you once again for you
assistance in our trial in reference to
Mr. Hebert on Monday, December 20,
2004.Your testimony and attendance
at trial was most helpful. I thought
that you would be interested to know
that at the end of the case, the Judge
did in fact find Mr. Hebert to have
been guilty of misrepresentation under
Section 1208 of the Compensation
Act and ordered that his benefits be
forfeited. I do believe your testimony
was important in helping the Court
reach that decision and I thank you
for the assistance once again. ”
With best regards, I remain
~Mark L Riley
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Summary
Detecting this type of activity requires
documentation and strategy. Finding solutions are
based on a case by case basis. Southern
Surveillance Company has provided solutions to
hundreds of employers risk managers and defense
attorneys for over 25 years.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak before
you.
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Companies services provided for
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